
 
 

MEMORANDUM 
 

 

TO:  ALL INVESTMENT CLIENTS 

 
SUBJECT:  CORONAVIRUS – AN INVESTMENT PERSPECTIVE  

 

 
Background 

 

Last week stock markets around the globe moved sharply lower as investors suddenly realised that the virus was 

spreading around the world and economic activity would be materially negatively impacted. 

 

Factory outputs are being reduced, supply chains are being disrupted, large events are being cancelled and 

consumer spending materially reduced in some areas. 

 

Containment remains the primary policy objective of health authorities around the world.  The $64k is whether 

this will succeed or will a full blown pandemic be the inevitable outcome? 

 
Looked at coldly and if the virus is not contained then it is clear that there will be a period of very significant 

disruption to economic activity.  But a recovery should occur pretty quickly thereafter – much consumer spending 

will simply be deferred not cancelled. 

 

So the current reaction of investment markets acknowledging the reduction in economic activity does not appear 

inappropriate particularly given the very bullish levels of valuation currently being applied to many asset classes. 

 

On the other hand a very major concern for many investors is whether this downturn, if it is prolonged, will tip 

the world into recession and cause further falls in investment values. 

 

Investment Strategy 
 

At present we think that the outcome will be managed and that the world will not tip into recession. 

 

We urge investors to focus on the medium to long term, not to take precipitate action on the back of short term 

concerns – this is an event which the world will work its way through. 

 

Most of our clients are currently reasonably cautiously positioned and we recommend that policy continues.  For 

those with significant cash positions we will also look at the dips as opportunities to buy to advantage with the 

long term in mind. 

 

 

3 March 2020         James Hair 

 
Notes: 
1. The information contained within this note has been extracted from the sources of information considered to be 

reliable but which have not necessarily been checked or verified by James Hair Group Limited. 
2.    The opinions expressed are these of James Hair Group Limited and whilst given in good faith cannot be 

guaranteed. 

 


